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asserting itself uniquely.
I called regularly at the vice consul's home for my
^bowl of rice. Sometimes he had visitors. One evening the
head of the merchant tailors' association dropped in. He
had lived in America and spoke a quaint, old-fashioned
English. "Gentleman, will you have a cigar?" he would
say. I told him I had been a tailor myself once upon a
time. "But he's a journalist now," the vice consul hastily
put in. "He's just read my book." I began to talk about
alpaca sleeve linings, bastings, soft rolled lapels, beauti-
ful vicunas, flap pockets, silk vests and braided cutaways.- *
I talked about these things madly for fear the vice consul
would divert the conversation to his pet obsession. I
wasn't quite sure whether the boss tailor had come as a
friend or as a favored menial. I didn't care, I decided to
make a friend of him if only to keep the conversation off .
that infernal book which I had pretended to have read
but which I couldn't stomach after page three.
"Where was your shop, gentleman?" asked the tailor.
"On Fifth Avenue," I said. "It was my father's shop."
"Fifth Avenue—that's a veiy rich street, isn't it?"
he said, whereupon the vice consul pricked up his ears.
"Yes," I said, "we had only the best customers—
nothing but bankers, brokers, lawyers, millionaires, steel
and iron magnates, hotel keepers^ and so on."
"And you learned how to cut and sew?" he said.
"I could only cut pants," I answered. "Coats were too
complicated,"
"How much did you charge for a suit, gentleman?"
"Oh, at that time we asked only a hundred or a hun-
dred and twenty-five dollars. ..."
He turned to the vice consul to ask him to calculate .
what that would be in drachmas. They figured it put
The vice consul was visibly impressed. It wts a staggering

